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2020-04-27 Meeting notes - Joint OAM / NONRTRIC SCRUM 
meeting
NOTE: During the "Daylight Savings Time" changeover periods (US vs Europe vs Asia) the time of the meetings may fluctuate. Please keep an 
eye on the calendar on the  pageMeetings

See also:

2020-04-27 OAM Meeting notes

Date

27 Apr 2020

Attendees

John Keeney
Martin Skorupski
Alex Stancu
Chris Lott
Maxime Bonneau
Sonia Sangari
Lorraine Welch
Lasse Kaihlavirta
Samuli Silvius
Eliza Celenti
Amar Kapadia
Some other people may have joined the call later ... please add yourself ...

Discussion

Amar Kapadia Discussion about PR & messaging around ONAP Frankfurt release

ONAP/OAM/SMO is the first opensource O-RAN SMO initiative.
Will follow up via emails to tailor the OSC/ONAP message

NONRTRIC:

John Keeney brief update on ongoing bug fixes as part of the Bronze integration/test tasks pre-release
New sprint started - see https://jira.o-ran-sc.org/projects/NONRTRIC

IPv6 and HTTPS support added.
Healthcheck & Traffic Steering use case implementation is a focus in this sprint.
Demos: Wed 29th Apr during INT call: Bronze Dev Sprint 4 Demonstrations

Demo of NONRTRIC Function test environment  - full test environment avaialable
Demo of NONRTRIC "One Click" Helm chart deployments - how to configure etc
Recording available at Video

Lasse Kaihlavirta Good progress with getting functions deployed for testing etc.
Samuli Silvius Requests explanation on difference between OSC and ONAP A1 functions

John Keeney explained history, divergences and differences. Focus on convergence in Guilin timeframe.
John Keeney &  Integration of ONAP A1 adapter and OSC A1 Policy Management Service will be a major challenge since Samuli Silvius
RESTCONF NBI does not work correctly.
Issues with diffferent functions is not good and needs to be addressed.

OAM: ( )2020-04-27 OAM Meeting notes

RIC Dashboard:  New update to E2 Manager dashborad functionLorraine Welch
John Keeney Any update on how operations like E2 Manager, xApp manager etc are migrating to O1? -

Note about daylight savings time

Please note that the weekly OAM/NONRTRIC scrum team meeting will continue on Monday’s at 13:00 UTC.

Daylight Savings time changes have now completed for a few months so times are

6am PDT | 9am EDT | 13:00 UTC | 14:00 BST | 15:00 CEST | 16:00 EEST | 18:30 IST | 21:00 CST | 22:00 JST 
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Lorraine Welch Not sure but discussions are ongoing.
Martin Skorupski Mostly focusing on Docs etc

OTF :Eliza Celenti

Lack of resources remains a challenge
Making good progress with A1 Mediator (nearrtric) and other VTHs
Work ongoing with VTHs etc needed for A1 Health check use case :  working sessions with A1 teamA1 RIC Health-Check (Flow #3)
Making some progress with OTF deployment but may slip to to Cherry
Added 33 new test cases for INT project
focus on sprint demos and release demos
Still working on deployment environment for Bronze integration tests

SIM

Alex Stancu E2 SIM has is continuing to make good progress - 2 week extension added for Bronze Traffic Steering usecase.
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